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Abstract

Background Femoroacetabular impingement (FAI) pre-

supposes a dynamic interaction of the proximal femur and

acetabulum producing clinical symptoms and chondrola-

bral damage. Currently, FAI classification is based on

alpha angle and center-edge angle measurements in a sin-

gle plane. However, acetabular and femoral version and

neck-shaft angle also influence FAI. Furthermore, each of

these parameters has a reciprocal interaction with the

others; for example, a shallow acetabulum delays

impingement of the femoral head with the acetabular rim.

Questions/purposes We introduce the new parameter

‘‘omega zone,’’ which combines five parameters into one:

the alpha and center-edge angles, acetabular and femoral

version, and neck-shaft angle. We sought to determine

whether the omega zone could differentiate patients with

FAI from (1) normal control subjects (alpha \ 55�), but

also from (2) control subjects with elevated alpha angles

(C 55�).

Methods We evaluated CT data of 20 hips of male

patients with symptomatic cam-type FAI and of 35 male

hips extracted from 110 anonymized CT scans for vascular

diagnosis. We excluded hips with osteoarthritis, develop-

mental dysplasia, or coxa profunda (center-edge angle 20�–

45� on AP pelvic view or corresponding coronal CT

views). With dedicated software, femoral and pelvic ori-

entation was standardized; we tested the omega zone in

four hip positions in three distinct groups: patients with

cam-type FAI (alpha [ 60�) and control subjects with

normal (\ 55�) and high alpha angles (C 55�).

Results The omega zone was smaller in patients with

cam-type FAI than normal control subjects (alpha

angle \ 55�) at 60� and 90� of flexion (mean, 12%; 95%

confidence interval [CI], 7–17; p = 0.008; Cohen’s

d = 9%; 95% CI, 4–13; p = 0.003). Furthermore, the

omega zone was smaller in all positions in patients with

cam-type FAI than control subjects with high alpha angles

(0� p = 0.017, 30� p = 0.004, 60� p = 0.004, 90�
p = 0.007). In contrast, the omega zone did not differ

between control subjects with normal or high alpha angles.

In all hips, the omega zone decreased with flexion, corre-

sponding to a decrease in remaining impingement-free

motion with flexion.
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Conclusions The omega zone visualizes and quantifies

the interaction of the proximal femur and acetabulum. The

omega zone differed between patients with cam-type FAI

and control subjects with high alpha angles (C 55�), who

could not be distinguished based on alpha angle alone. For

hip-preserving surgery, it can help surgeons decide whether

to address the femur, the acetabulum, or both.

Level of Evidence Level III, diagnostic study.

Introduction

Hip osteoarthritis (OA) may result from dynamic interac-

tion of the proximal femur and acetabulum through the

mechanism of femoroacetabular impingement (FAI) [8].

An example is the movement of an aspherical femoral head

into a (more) spherical acetabulum causing damage to the

cartilage at the chondrolabral junction. In this concept, the

morphology of the femoral head and the acetabulum has a

reciprocal interaction: a shallow acetabulum (dysplasia)

decreases or delays impingement of the femoral head or

head-neck junction with the acetabular rim, and, con-

versely, a more spherical femoral head will decrease or

delay impingement in a deep acetabulum (coxa profunda)

[3].

Conceptually, current quantification and classification of

FAI are based on femoral concavity measurements (like the

alpha angle) for the cam morphotype and acetabular cov-

erage measurements (like center-edge [CE] angle) for the

pincer morphotype. However, such classification of FAI

morphotypes does not reflect the dynamic and reciprocal

interaction of the joint components, where proximal fem-

oral morphology can compensate for acetabular

morphology and vice versa. Furthermore, morphological

parameters that determine how the proximal femur and

acetabulum are positioned relative to each other also play a

role in FAI, as does their interaction. These parameters are

acetabular and femoral version and femoral neck shaft

angle [4, 15]. For example, a femur with low neck-shaft

angle (varus) impinges earlier on the acetabular rim with

flexion-internal rotation than a femur with higher neck-

shaft angle (closer to 135�). Ideally then, diagnosis and

classification of FAI should address all five parameters,

namely, alpha and CE angles, femoral and acetabular

version, and femoral neck-shaft angle and, given the

dynamic nature of FAI, do so in three dimensions.

We therefore developed a parameter that visualizes and

quantifies the joint femoral and acetabular morphology and

their interaction: the omega zone. This new parameter

combines five parameters in multiple planes into a single

new parameter and reflects their interaction. We tested the

omega zone in three groups: patients with symptomatic

cam-type FAI, control subjects with high (C 55�) alpha

angles, and control subjects with normal (\ 55�) alpha

angles. Specifically, we sought to determine whether the

omega zone could differentiate (1) between patients with

cam-type FAI and normal control subjects (alpha \ 55�);

and (2) between patients with cam-type FAI and control

subjects with elevated alpha angles (C 55�).

Patients and Methods

All data were retrospectively acquired from anonymized

databases. The institutional review boards of the involved

hospitals decided no ethical approval was necessary. Hips

with radiographic joint space narrowing (Tönnis Grade

C 2 [21]), posttraumatic abnormalities, or any osteophyte

formation that could influence measurements were

excluded.

Patients With Femoroacetabular Impingement

The CT data of 13 male patients with symptomatic cam-

type FAI (20 hips; Table 1) were included. The diagnosis

of cam-type FAI was made by three experienced clinicians

(EA, RMB, TH) based on patient history, a positive

impingement test on clinical examination [13], and/or

radiographic signs of cam impingement (alpha C 60� in

11, alpha [ 55� in two patients), and/or arthroscopy. The

included patients were derived from a total of 31 patients

with FAI who were analyzed with CT scans in the clini-

cian’s practice over a 3-month period. From this group of

CT scans we excluded patients with mixed-type FAI

(maximum CE angle [ 45� and aspherical femoral head

with alpha angle C 55�) or coxa profunda (maximum CE

angle [ 45� and spherical femoral head with alpha

angle \ 55�) or degenerative changes Tönnis Grade 2 or

higher and/or incomplete CT scans, for example when

femoral condyles were not included in the scans. All data

were anonymized.

Table 1. Characteristics of the three subject groups

Group FAI C-high C 55� C-low \ 55�

Number of

subjects

13 16 7

Number of

hips

20 26 9

Mean age

(years)

31 (95% CI,

26–36)

50* (95% CI,

41–58)

61* (95% CI,

50–71)

* Mean age C-high p = 0.002, mean age C-low p = 0.000 with

analysis of variance and Bonferroni post hoc analysis compared with

FAI; FAI = femoroacetabular impingement; C-high = subjects with

alpha angle C 55�; C-low = subjects with alpha angle \ 55�.
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Control Subjects (C-high, C-low)

Anonymized CT data from databases for vascular screen-

ing of two different hospitals were divided into two groups

based on alpha angle. Twenty-three male subjects were

randomly selected from a total of 110 male and female

subjects. Exclusion criteria were identical to those of the

FAI patient group with the addition of exclusion of CE

angle below 20� or over 45� on AP pelvic radiographs or

corresponding coronal CT views. Thirty-five hips were

included. Using the most commonly used cutoff value of

55� for the alpha angle at any position among the 12, 1, 2,

and 3 o’clock positions, we divided the control group into

subjects with alpha angle C 55� (C-high, 26 hips) and

subjects with alpha angle \ 55� (C-low, 9 hips; Table 1).

Methods/Software

CT Imaging

All scans for FAI were made between 2010 and 2013; all

scans for the control group were made between 2005 and

2012. CT scans were performed on three different CT

scanners (Siemens Healthcare, Erlangen, Germany; Tos-

hiba Medical Systems Corporation, Tochigi-ken, Japan;

GE Healthcare; Little Chalfont, Buckinghamshire, UK)

with slice thickness varying between 0.625 and 2.5 mm and

a gantry tilt of 0�. For the hip (acetabular roof to head-neck

junction), maximal slice thickness was 2 mm. All scans

contained the pelvic bone, proximal femur, and slices of

the knee containing the posterior condyles.

Three-dimensional Model

The hip was semiautomatically segmented using dedicated

FAI software (ArticulisTM; Clinical Graphics, Delft, The

Netherlands) that has been previously validated for reli-

ability and accuracy [19]. The software performed the

three-dimensional (3-D) segmentation of the CT scans.

Only the radiodense osseous structures were digitally

subtracted, rendering a 3-D image of a hemipelvis con-

taining the left or right hip. All left hips were mirrored to

represent a right hip. A clinical expert checked whether

each segmentation contained all osseous contours of the

CT scan. Thereafter, ArticulisTM linked the bones as a

joint; the x-, y-, and z-axes were determined according to

the recommendations of the International Society of Bio-

mechanics (ISB) [22]. An exception was made for the

x-axis of the pelvis (ie, the horizontal or transversal plane),

which we defined as the plane from the posteroinferior iliac

spine to the anterosuperior spine, corresponding better to

the in vivo (standing) x-axis of the human pelvis. A pelvic

plane is established and the pelvis (and pelvic tilt) was

standardized according to the recommendations of the ISB

in all scans.

Alpha and Center-edge Angle, Femoral Version,

Acetabular Version, and Inclination Measurement

Clockwise alpha angles were measured at seven positions

at 30� intervals in the upper hemisphere of the femoral

head as described by Nötzli et al. [17]. Briefly, alpha angles

were measured between two lines originating in the center

of the regression sphere of the femoral head. One line is

drawn from this center along the femoral neck axis, the

other from this center to the point where the osseous

contour of the femoral head exits the regression sphere, and

this is done at each of the seven positions at 30� intervals.

Because of the location of the cam on the anterosuperior

head-neck junction, only the four positons from 12 to 3

o’clock positions were used.

The CE angle was measured between the plane of the

y-axis of the pelvis and a line from the center of a

regression sphere in the acetabulum to the osseous rim of

the acetabulum. This measurement was performed in 30�
steps in the upper hemisphere of the acetabulum from 0� to

180�. Thus, we measured the CE angle on seven locations

in steps of 30� from anterior to posterior. This measure-

ment is negative for the 0� position as a result of the

anteversion of the acetabulum (Fig. 1). Analogous to the

alpha angle, only the four positions from 30� to 120� were

used, because this is the location where cam impingement

usually occurs. The acetabular version and inclination are

derived from the coordinate frame by the software com-

paring it with the pelvic plane. The femoral version was

measured by adding two measurement points on the pos-

terior condyles, one medial and one lateral. The software

automatically determines the femoral neck version by

comparing the coordinate frame in relation to these points.

When comparing isolated parameters between the groups,

clear differences are seen for the alpha angle at 1, 2, and 3

o’clock as a result of the definition of the groups (Table 2).

Comparing the two control groups, smaller differences are

seen for femoral neck-shaft angle, CE angles, and femoral

version. Although these parameters do not differ substan-

tially when examined in isolation, their combined effects

may explain the difference between individual hips

whether FAI occurs or not. For example, the higher alpha

angles of the C-high group may be compensated by small

increases in neck-shaft angle and acetabular version and a

small decrease in CE angles (Table 2).
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Omega Zone

The omega zone represents the impingement-free ROM of

the head in the acetabulum and is defined as the area

between the femoral head coverage area and alpha area.

Thus, by definition, the omega zone is influenced not only

by alpha and CE angles, but also by the position of the

femoral head in the acetabulum. Femoral version and

femoral neck-shaft angle are both incorporated in the alpha

zone because both influence the position of the femoral

head in the acetabulum. Similarly, acetabular version is

incorporated in the femoral head coverage area. These

measurements are not calculated explicitly, but follow

from the coordinate frames that we choose for calculating

the omega zone.

We used a representation of the femoral head as a circle

seen from cranially, as introduced by Dandachli et al. [5].

In this circle we projected three areas as percentages of this

circle. One area represents acetabular coverage (coverage

area), a second represents the aspherical area of the femoral

head (alpha area), and the third area, named the ‘‘omega

zone,’’ is the area between the coverage and alpha areas.

Analogous to the acetabulum, the center of the femoral

head and its radius were determined with a regression

sphere fitted on 400 random points placed on the proximal

half of the femoral head. The fovea was explicitly excluded

from this point set. The cam lesion is defined as bony

formation outside this sphere, ie, the asphericity of the

femoral head. The software quantifies the cam lesion as a

percentage of the femoral head surface, the alpha area.

Table 2. All measured parameters

Parameter Position FAI Alpha

angle C 55�
p value

versus FAI

Alpha

angle \ 55�
p value

versus FAI

p value alpha angle C 55�
versus alpha angle \ 55�

Alpha angles 12 hours 50 (45–55) 48 (47–49) 1.000 45 (41–48) 0.187 0.636

1 hours 61 (57–65) 60 (58–62) 1.000 50 (47–51) 0.000 0.000

2 hours 63 (60–66) 55 (53–57) 0.000 49 (46–50) 0.000 0.010

3 hours 53.3 (51–56) 47.5 (45–49) 0.000 43.3 (40–46) 0.000 0.177

Femoral version 11 (7–15) 8 (6–10) 0.488 9 (4–14) 1.000 1.000

Neck-shaft angle 131 (129–133) 134 (132–136) 0.088 131 (128–134) 1.000 0.23

CE angle 30� 8 (2–13) 6 (1–11) 1.000 19 (14–24) 0.052 0.014

60� 30 (26–34) 29 (26–32) 1.000 34 (27–40) 0.909 0.522

90� 38 (35–41) 35 (32–38) 0.342 39 (35–43) 1.000 0.434

120� 34 (31–38) 29 (26–33) 0.140 34 (27–40) 1.000 0.512

Inclination 42 (40–45) 41 (39–44) 1.000 42 (38–47) 1.000 1.000

Acetabular version 13 (11–16) 14 (12–16) 1.000 12 (8–15) 1.000 0.937

Means with 95% confidence intervals in parentheses. Probability values given are analysis of variance with Bonferroni post hoc analysis with

significance at p B 0.05; FAI = femoroacetabular impingement; CE = center-edge.

Fig. 1 Alpha angle and Center-edge angle measurements are shown in steps of 30� in relation to the anatomical coordinate system according to

the International Society of Biomechanics.
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Acetabular coverage is calculated based on Dandachli et al.

[5]. The acetabular coverage is also a percentage of the

femoral head surface (Fig. 2).

With the femoral head represented as a circle as seen

cranially, we projected the acetabular coverage and the

alpha area as percentages of this circle and thus a two-

dimensional representation of a 3-D shape. The area

remaining between the coverage and alpha areas is named

the omega zone (Fig. 2).

Furthermore, flexion of the hip is simulated and corre-

sponding percentages of the alpha area and omega zone are

calculated. By putting the femur in flexion, the alpha zone of

the anterior hemisphere of the femoral head is calculated. As

such, both a superior and anterior cam would be detected,

increasing the alpha area and decreasing the omega zone.

Further rotations are not necessary as the alpha area enters

the omega zone in 90� of flexion. We calculated the omega

zones for neutral, 30�, 60�, and 90� of hip flexion (Fig. 3) and

compared them among the three groups (FAI, C-high, and

C-low). The motion simulation was based on methods

according to ISB recommendations with steps of 1� of flex-

ion with collision detection between the acetabulum and

femoral head. Translation of the femoral head in motion

simulation was accounted for with the equidistant method

[18], but this does not affect the alpha area or omega zone.

Statistics and Calculations

Statistical analysis was performed using SPSS 17.0 (SPSS

Inc, Chicago, IL, USA). The Shapiro-Wilk test showed

normal distribution for the various measured parameters of

the hip, except for the omega zone in the C-high group. To

establish differences in alpha angles, CE angles, antever-

sion and inclination, and femoral version, we used one-way

analysis of variance with a post hoc Bonferroni correction

test. A p value of \ 0.05 was considered significant. For

the omega zone, we used the Kruskal-Wallis H test with a

post hoc Mann-Whitney U test for effect size. Also we

conducted a Bonferroni correction; in this case a signifi-

cance level of p \ 0.017 was used for comparison of the

three groups. For the calculation of the intraclass correla-

tion coefficient (ICC), 10 CT scans were segmented with

ArticulisTM and an untrained medical student drew the

axes. Measurements of the various parameters showed an

excellent interobserver agreement with an ICC of C 0.9.

Results

The Kruskal-Wallis test for the omega zone showed a

difference for all groups at 0�, 30�, 60�, and 90� of flexion

with p values of 0.038, 0.008, 0.003, and 0.002,

Fig. 2A–B Coverage area (blue), alpha area (red), and omega zone

(yellow) in AP (A) and craniocaudal (B) view with the hip in 0�
flexion is shown.

Fig. 3A–B Coverage area (blue), alpha area (red), and omega zone

(yellow) in AP (A) and craniocaudal (B) view with the hip in 30�, 60�,

and 90� of flexion is shown. With increasing flexion, the circle

projected over the femoral head shifts to the anterior femoral head

(bottom right).
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respectively. Patients with cam-type FAI were found to

have a mean omega zone of 12% (95% confidence interval

[CI], 7–17) and 9% (95% CI, 4–13) at 60� and 90� of

flexion, respectively. At these degrees of flexion, control

subjects with normal (\55�) alpha angles showed a larger

mean omega zone of 23% (95% CI, 19–26; p = 0.008) and

19% (95% CI, 17–22; p = 0.003) (Table 3).

The control subjects with elevated (C 55�) alpha angles

also showed a larger mean omega zone of 20% (95% CI,

18–22; p = 0.004) and 16% (95% CI, 13–19; p = 0.007)

for 60� and 90� of flexion, respectively, compared with the

patients with FAI. Furthermore, the mean omega zone at 0�
and 30� was larger with 23% (95% CI, 19–27; p = 0.017)

and 22% (95% CI, 19–26; p = 0.004), respectively,

whereas the mean omega zone in patients with FAI was

18% (95% CI, 15–22) and 16% (95% CI, 11–20) (Table 3).

In contrast, the omega zone was similar in both control

groups at any of the flexion positions (0� p = 0.806, 30�
p = 0.925, 60� p = 0.345, 90� p = 0.136).

Discussion

We introduce the omega zone to visualize and quantify the

contribution of both sides of the hip to FAI. The omega

zone combines alpha and CE angles, but also femoral and

acetabular version and femoral neck-shaft angle, giving a

more comprehensive, quantitative parameter for hip mor-

phology and FAI. The omega zone is CT-based and can be

determined in any position of the hip, reflecting the

dynamic interaction between the proximal femur and

acetabulum.

The current study is intended as proof of principle.

Further work is needed on larger patient groups with more

varied hip morphologies. Nevertheless, we acknowledge

several limitations in our study. First, the control group

consisted of a small number of subjects with an alpha angle

of 55� or smaller. In a CT-based study we could not easily

perform scans on males with low alpha angles to enlarge

this group. Nevertheless, significant differences and large

effect sizes were still found compared with the FAI group.

Women with low alpha angles were excluded to reduce

confounders in our comparison with the all-male group of

patients with cam-type FAI. Other impingement patterns

such as pincer impingement or mixed-type impingement

were not assessed in this first study for the same reason, but

we expect to find a similar decrease of the omega zone in

other impingement patterns. Pincer impingement for

example would have larger coverage of the femoral head

and therefore a smaller omega zone.

Further, although we distinguished between patients

with symptomatic FAI and symptom-free control subjects,

we could not obtain the history and clinical examination in

the control subjects. Therefore, we cannot be completely

certain whether the control subjects had signs or symptoms

of the hip, although we assume that reaching their mean

age of 53 years without signs of OA offers support they

were likely symptom-free in the hip.

Additionally, although MRI-based image analysis for

the omega zone is being developed, current data are CT-

based, ignoring cartilage and soft tissues. Wyss et al.

showed, however, that it is the osseous structures that cause

chondrolabral damage in impingement [23]. Although the

omega zone addresses all hip morphology parameters rel-

evant for FAI, postural factors such as pelvic tilt and

lumbosacral lordosis also influence femoral head position

in the acetabulum. Nevertheless, for persons positioned

supine in a CT scanner, there is a fairly robust correlation

with their standing posture [6, 7]. Finally, the analysis of

the omega zone was performed with steps of 30� of flexion.

Maximum flexion or combining internal rotation and sub-

sequent collision of the femoral head or neck with the

acetabular rim can be analyzed with further motion simu-

lation but was beyond the scope of the current study that

focused on better characterization of morphology, leading

to development of the omega zone.

Comparing our findings with others that studied 3-D hip

morphology and motion in FAI, we find confirmation on

the differences between normal and FAI hips but no inte-

grative parameter such as the omega zone. For example,

Table 3. Omega zone in percentage of femoral head circle

Omega zone FAI C-high C 55� C-low \ 55�

Flexion Mean 95% CI Mean 95% CI p value* d Mean 95% CI p value* d

0� 18 15–22 23 19–27 0.017 �0.55 23 20–27 0.069 �0.86

30� 16 11–20 22 19–26 0.004 �0.82 23 20–27 0.027 �1.11

60� 12 7–17 20 18–22 0.004 �0.97 23 19–26 0.008 �1.31

90� 9 4–13 16 13–19 0.007 �0.87 19 17–22 0.003 �1.50

* Compared with FAI; FAI = femoroacetabular impingement; C-high = subjects with alpha angle C 55�; C-low = subjects with alpha

angle \ 55�; for the post hoc Mann-Whitney U test, significance level was set at p \ 0 .017 with Bonferroni correction; d = Cohen’s d effect

size.
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Kubiak-Langer et al. focused on defining the ROM and

zone of (acetabular) impingement [14] and described the

decreasing range of internal rotation with flexion. Wyss

et al. depicted the femoroacetabular interaction as the angle

between alpha and CE angle in the flexed hip in an open

MRI scanner [23]. This is analogous to the omega zone but

in a single plane. Furthermore, hip motion in FAI was

studied with virtual hip models by Arbabi et al. [2]. In that

study, all morphology parameters were kept constant; only

alpha and CE angle were varied to simulate dysplasia,

cam-, pincer-, and combined-type morphology. Collision

detection algorithms demonstrated two types of penetration

of the two rotating bodies (the hip components) with hip

motion, named radial and curvilinear, for cam- and pincer-

type morphology, respectively [2]. Perhaps, for the clini-

cian, the omega zone has the advantage of being more

visual.

FAI has been discussed intensively since the initial

description of the condition by Ganz and coworkers [9].

Prominent among these discussions is the question whether

FAI morphology predictably leads to OA. We think these

discussions have lacked the proper measurements to allow

comparison between different patient populations and hip

morphologies, focusing often on a single parameter, for

example the alpha angle. This, however, cannot reflect the

dynamic and reciprocal interaction of the joint

components.

Correspondingly, although the ‘‘overall’’ association

between hip morphology and OA seems well substantiated

[8, 11, 16], the correlation of isolated femoral or acetabular

parameters and OA development is clear only for more

extreme values and is in fact weak for values used as

cutoffs to distinguish between ‘‘normal’’ and ‘‘abnormal’’

morphology [1, 10, 16, 20]. For example, the association

between OA development and cam morphotype using a

cutoff value of 60� for the lateral alpha angle was found

robust only for angles above 83� ([ 83�: end-stage OA in

14 of 56 cases; 60�–83� end-stage OA in three of 100 cases

[1]). Similarly, for developmental dysplasia, only pro-

nounced dysplasia is associated with OA [12, 20]. We

believe ‘‘combined’’ parameters such as the omega zone

are better suited for diagnosis and classification of hip

disorders than ‘‘single’’ parameters. Nevertheless, we

realize morphology alone can never explain the full spec-

trum of hip symptoms or signs nor whether OA will

inevitably develop. Mechanical loading and cartilage

characteristics play an important role, including the joint’s

loading history (frequency and magnitude of all loads

across the joint) and ability of cartilage to withstand

mechanical stress [8, 11, 16].

In this study, patients with cam-type FAI were found to

have a smaller omega zone than control subjects regardless

of whether these control subjects had normal or high alpha

angles. In contrast, the omega zone did not differ between

control subjects with normal or high alpha angles. These

findings can be explained by the integrative nature of the

omega zone where one of the five parameters may com-

pensate for another. In all hips, the omega zone decreased

with flexion, corresponding to a decrease in remaining

impingement-free motion with flexion. The omega zone

and its visualization in different positions can help sur-

geons decide whether to address the femur, acetabulum, or

both in treating femoral acetabular impingement.
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